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Professor joins
NASA’s Saturn
probe mission

Wilson’s Live and let dive
new bill
cuts fees rommotiogreposterongstro--0voistore.
Tuition, tax break
in store for college
students following
governor’s approval

By John Meyer
Staff Writer

By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer

Essam Marouf is boldly going
where no San Jose State
University professor has gone
before.
Marouf, a professor in SJSU’s
Engineering
Electrical
Department, is getting ready to
explore Saturn as a member of
the Cassini/Huygens Mission.
The
Cassini/Huygens
Mission is a space exploration
project that will launch NASA’s
biggest-ever
interplanetary
probe to explore Saturn’s environment from Cape Canaveral,
Florida. The launch was postponed
from
Monday
to
Wednesday due to strong winds.
Marouf was one of 134 investigators selected from 36 academic and research facilities by
NASA to do research and design
radio instruments in the spacecraft for the Cassini/Huygens
mission back in 1990, according
to Marouf.
The spacecraft that will go to
Saturn is named Cassini. It
will release a probe called
Huygens onto Titan, one of
Saturn’s 18 moons, Marouf said.
Marouf said the purpose of
the mission is to study specific
questions about Saturn, along
with answering scientific questions concerning the creation of
the solar system and life on
Earth.
He said the mission is an
international
partnership
between NASA, the European
Space Agency and the Italian
Space Agency.
He said that for every mis-

San Jose State University
students and parents of future
students Will find it a little easier to afford college thanks to
bills signed by Gov. Pete
On Friday, Wilson signed
bills giving state college students a break on fees next fall
and parents a tax break on
money saved for future college
students.
by
bill
fee
The
Denise
Asse tab lywom a n
Ducheny, 1) -San Diego, will cut
tuition at all state colleges
beginning next fall. The cuts
will he five percent for
University of California and
California State tiniversity
students and a $1 credit for
community college St
For California residents
attending SJSI T, t infirm will be
lowered front $1,5S4 to $1,505.
a difference of $79.
Joni Finney of the Higher
Ed heat ion Policy hist it ut.
based in San Jose said the bill
is only a short-term solution to
financing the state’s colleges.
"This can only be described
as a crazy way to finance higher education," Finney said. "The
state needs a long term solo
tion to paying for education.
instead of the state’s current
See Fees, page 5
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Human performance major, Leila Aldridge, works on her back one -and-a-half with a twist. The
SJSU women’s swim team held an intersquad meet Saturday morning at the Aquatic Center. The
team also competed against alumnae

CSUs looked to for tech advice
By Catherine Spencer
Senior Staff Writer
With the explosion of information and technology, more students and faculty members are
turning to the university for help in accessing
and utilizing tools such as the Internet, e-mail
and computers.
"’to remain competitive in today’s society, it is
imperative to gain a working knowledge of com
puters and information technology," said English
literature major Teresa Pascali.

sion to a new planet, NASA
competitively selects a new
group of researchers.
"I submitted a proposal, and
fortunately I was selected,"
Marouf said.
It isn’t easy to get selected,
Dr.
said
Hank
Pernicka, an
SJSU aerospace engineering professor who
worked for
NASA in the
summers of
and
Essam Marouf 1991
1992.
"The NASA review is a very
selective process," Pernicka
said. "It is a great honor for him
to be chosen in that regard."
Ray Chen, SJSU’s dean of the
Electrical
Engineering
Department, said it is an honor
for someone from SJSU to be a
part of the mission because of
all the competition from
researchers from well-known
academic institutes such as
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
and
Stanford
University.
"It is prestigious to be listed
with that group Stanford and
MIT)," Chen said. "This proves
SJSU faculty is as good as the
other prestigious schools."
Before becoming a professor
at SJSU in 1990, Marouf earned
his doctorate in electrical engineering front Stanford in 1975
and became a professor there
from 1975 to 1990.
The
Cassini/Huygens
See Cassini, page 5

Hispanic university,
SJSU forge alliance
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer

President Robert Caret of
San Jose State University and
President B. Roberto Cruz of
Hispanic
National
the
University signed a memorandum of understanding between
the two institutions on Oct. 2.
NHU is a small, private university established by Cruz in
1981. Yearly enrollment at the
college located in east San Jose
is about 300.
According to information in
See Technology, page 5

The California State University System first
recognized the need to improve information and
computer literacy in 1993, said Maurice Mitchell,
vice president of Information and Research
Services.
"Two years ago, universities systemwide began
implementing programs in all freshman orientation courses and English classes to increase literacy," Mitchell said.
Computer and information literacy was
defined by the CSU as "the ability to find, evalu-

of
Memorandum
the
1. rid erst a riding provided by
of
Department
SJSU’s
Undergraduate Studies, the
agreement established the
SJSU/NHU Higher Education
Partnership Program The partnership was designed with two
major objectives in MITI&
To increase the number of
Hispanics attending and graduating from SJSU and NHIT,
To strengthen the abilities
of both institutions to meet the
educational needs of the
See NHUISJSU, page 12

Presidential accessibility a plus; Caret not a household name
(Editor’s Note The following story is part of a
series titled "Promises, Promises What he
Said Vs What he’s Done" appearing in
today’s paper. For more stories, see page 7 1

By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer
It’s not as difficult as you might t hulk
to get through to the man in Tower Hall,
Room 20fi, but if you don’t know who he
is or how to find him, you might he out
of luck.
"I don’t know who Robert Caret is,"
Corona, a business adminsaid
istration major "Is he a movie star or
something?"
Donna Becerra, a psychology major,
said she doesn’t knov, exactly who he is
either, hut she knows where to find him.

"I know he’s in the offices in Tower
Hall. I was there the other day to look
for a professor. but obviously I was in
the wrong place."
Hecerra said she’d probably just
knock on Carees door and ask to see
him if she thought she had a reason to.
That would probably not result in a
meeting with the San Jose State’s
President Robert Caril, however.
According to Caret, individual meetings with him may he rare, but he’s still
accessible to the campus cum infinity in
a number of ways
"There are not enough hillIrs in the
day for one-on-one meetings with students," he said. "With 27,188) students
on campus the practicality for that just
doesn’t exist."

The president said students often
stop him when he’s walking on campus
and he welcomes their conversations if
time permits, hut there are more efficient ways to contact him besides trying
to find him on campus or at an event.
Caret said students who have concerns they wish to raise with him in person can attend Student Study Breaks or
Key Luncheons.
Student Study Breaks are held about
six times a year in Tower Hall, Room
110. Each study break allows 20 students the opportunity to meet and talk
with Caret in an informal atmosphere.
Any student who wishes to participate
in a study break should call the president’s RSVP line at 924-1106 and leave

See Accessibility, page 7
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Aging student laments about reasoning for finishing college trek
Mi-Illtit!tt,
I_9 s.VIth

tie% inpre-

it
endltss ,,pprituulties and vast
understanding of % hat the world
of ours has to idler’
111 it lucky to keep its hair
Including junior college,. I
have spent eight long years in
this cesspool V,V call education.
e%urking tutV, ands a
all ve
degret in p11 t lilI’tiill-ltt.
In thus.. ears I have noticed
.3 ell,gu,ting dilormation transt,iiity
torn
,

I’m getting old.
I often splash my Lice with
cold water to nnse away the,
tired look that follows a day ;it
San Jose State University.
Last eek during this dady
routine I saw some things that
out of nu,
scared the
I bad bags under my eyes so
big that Ilefiy and (dad would
be jealous. I saw aging in my
skin I had never seen buthre. I
saw wrinkle’s in some, places I
didn’t know could wrinkle To
top it off I saw the, one thing that

four different girlevery man on this
friends and three
a
planet dreads
vehicles. The only
receding hairline,
consistency during
When I began colt his journey has
lege. "Happy Days"
liven my education.
and -Laverne and
I am not saying
Shirley- even. still hot
that eight or nine
telev i-trin shim s
years in college is a
bought a brand nest
wash. A lot of people
top-ohthedine, tom go to schisd for this
first
my
put er
semester It is now DOUG BURKHARDT lung but they are
so fir outdated that calling it a called doctors and lawyers.
The topper to this aging tale
dinosaur eould be generous I
have also been through six jobs, only gets worse.

My niece, who is five years
younger than myself, just
obtained her bachelor’s degree
and graduated from a four-year
private college. It seemed like
she enrolled just a few months
ago.
Unfortunately, those friends
of mine who were lucky enough
to beat the college blues and
graduate from their respective
schools aren’t exactly guiding
lights of motivation. One friend
who earned a degree in public
relations is now a waiter at a

Does President
Caret make
the grade?
Several stories in today’s issui (31
t he Spartan Daily look at a few of
President Robert Caret’smain priorities. Ilas Caret lived up the promises
he made when he took the job almost
two years ago? Is he leading SJSIT in
the right direction’? The following is a
Report Card on his progress.

The true joke sport: boxing

ACCESSIBILITY

"sport" of boxing is a complete joke.
The
The crooked and corrupt
promoters, the "athletes"
who step into the ring and the
suckers who shell out upwards of
$50 per fight have all ruined what
used to be a noble, albeit barbaric,
sport.
Now it has about as much credibility. or realism, as the World
Wrestling Federation.
The latest in a series of debacles happened two Saturdays ago
when Andrew "Low Blow" Golota
took a dive 84 seconds into the
first round of his fight with
Lennox Lewis. Golota ate canvas
and added yet another chapter to
"The Demise of Boxing."
Golota, the "Foul Pole," claims that he was
having an anxiety attack during the "bout." He
had to be rushed to the hospital after passing
out, for a second time, in his dressing room.
I guess I’d have a bit of anxiety wondering if
my acting skills were going to fool anyone as I
threw the fight.
The last five heavyweight fights have been
slaps in the "face" of the public. Before the
Golota-Lewis bout there was the now infamous
fight that left Mike Tyson chomping at the ear...
I mean bit.
There was also the fight in which Oliver
McCall quit in the middle of the fight and started sobbing in the center of the squared circle. He
probably had an attack of conscience, realizing
that he was cheating people out of their hardearned money.
Prior to McCall’s bawling there were the two
Golota-Riddick Bowe fights. These two bouts
really showed boxing in all of its glory.
In the first match, Golota seemingly had the
bout won hut repeated blows to Bowe’s crotch,
no pun intended, forced the referee. to disqualify
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Golota. After the decision, a melee of the fighter’s gangster-filled posse, I mean
entourage, got into an all-out
brawl in the middle of the ring.
Cops were punched, chairs were
smashed over people’s heads...
all-in-all it was generally a good
time.
What is even more incredible
is that Bowe was willing to fight
"Low Blow" again. Maybe Bowe is
a masochist and likes repeated
whacks, again no pun intended, to
his manhood. Maybe he needed
some more money to support his
family while bouncing in and out
of the Marine Corps.
Whatever the reason, the two
stepped back into the ring, and surprise, Golota
was disqualified for hitting Bowe in the ’nads
once again. The really sick thing is that Galata
was ahead on points and would have won the
fight had he fought cleanly.
Maybe Golota took a dive against Lewis
because the Crotch Hitters Anonymous meetings just weren’t working for him. He knew he
would "rack" up another opponent and wanted
to hide his shameful addiction. (Andrew, admitting you have a problem is the first step to recovery.)
For myself, I will never pay for, or even watch
another heavyweight championship fight again.
Muhammad All, Smokin’
My boxing heroes
Joe Frazier, George Foreman (when he was
young and relatively thin) and toothless Leon
Spinks are how I want to remember boxing. If!
want to see people crying, getting hit in the nuts
and biting one another, I’ll go to a local grade
school and watch the third graders getting it on.

and in the classrooms, more’ people will be
healthy and won’t succumb to the illnesses of
the winter season.
John Meyer is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

tor Kevin Ilecteman
and
his "Morning in
Amprica"
crowd
(Gun
Cent nil, Spartan Daily Oct. ’2).
To believe t hem, we. all as Wild
West, gun -slinging citizens Cwith
permits
to
carry
concealed
weapons) would support freedom
by our possession of AK -47s.
We need gun control. Through
;ill of the. foam at their mouths they
fail to see. through their own
in
state of rhetorical mad-
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Control does not equate ban.
Regulation of gun ownership will
not ban gun ownership.
Indeed, NRA Vice. President
charlton Heston is to be commended. He., and those. of the. NRA are.
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ing to infect the next person who sits there.
With the right adjustments both personally

Gun control legislation is not an amendment violation
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week a woman was walking around
T,ast
campus with a surgeon’s mask covering
her face.
I wondered why
she was wearing
something more commonly seen on George
in
"ER"
Clooney
rather than on a student at San Jose
State University. She
could have recently
had plastic surgery or
been making a horrible JOHN MEYER
fashion statement but most likely she was sick
Maybe she was fighting a highly contagious
disease such as tuberculosis. If she was ill,
she deserves respect because she had enough
courtesy to acknowledge and protect the health
of fellow students.
Common courtesy is what you need practice
towards your fellow students when ill. If you’re
sick, the best thing for you to do is stay home
;111(1 rest. This will allow you to recover your
health and keep other students from having to
go through what you went through.
However, that’s an ideal situation. Most
people can’t afford to miss class. And, by going
to class, sick students have nothing to lose.
They either stay home and feel had or go to
class and feel bad.
It is be. impossible to stop sick people from
attending their classes. Therefore, sick students need to find a way to attend class without spreading their sicknesses to healthy students.
The girl wearing the surgeon’s mask had the.
right idea: protect other students from her illness. Surgeon’s masks might be extreme, but
at least it’s a step in the right direction.
We have. to do whatever it ttikes to keep
healthy students from getting sick. Almost
every illness is preventable by taking the pre.
cautions you need to stay healthy.
Do simple things like wash your hands, get
enough sleep and eat healthy foods such as
fruits and vegetables.
I also think extreme precautions need to be
taken in the classroom to prevent the spread of
contagious illnesses.
One precaution that needs to be taken now
is better classroom sanitization. How often do
the desks at SISU get thoroughly cleaned? My
guess is mire a semester. Any sick person can
transform a desk into it bacterial culture wait-

Aaron Williams is a Senior Staff Writer for
the Spartan Daily. His column appears every
Tuesday.
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Illustrators
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Doug Burkhardt is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer.

Sick students must
consider the health
of fellow classmates

Editorial

J11.

dive in Santa Cruz and another,
a liberal arts major, still lives
with his mom.
Most students go to college to
get an education and find their
paths to an inviting future. Yet,
the main reason I find myself
continuing to age while pushing
onward in this lingering disease
we call SJSU is because this
may be the first thing I started
that I actually finish.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Uttar, Spartan natty
One Marddagton Oquare
.01411
San Joao. Ca

sas
’,lime of the most versed among us
in firearm safety.
And, as some gun control programs require, if all gun owners
took classes, maybe we wouldn’t
have as many of the 45 percent of’
cases of murder committed by a
relative or acquaintance. as reported in the. Oct. 1 edition of the San
Jose Mercury News,

There has to be some order and
form in our society. This is something even those who "value freedom" should appreciate.
The Brady Bill was a result of
one of our freedoms: abiding by the
will of the people.
Gun control is a moderate step
to assure freedom continues.
Maximum freedom is anarchy.
The Second Amendment does not
prohibit regulation of arms. It
allows us to have them. The) alternative is armed anarchy.
Shelly Pike
Social Science

.0111111P
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Flu shots offer
relief for less
By Yasko Agawa
Staff Writer
winter arrives, so does
influenza.
Help to the rescue: the
University Health Center and
the School of Nursing are offering relief in the form of flu
shots.
The flu clinic opens at the
health center today from 10
a.m. to noon and continues until
Oct. 27 from 2 to 4 p.m. in Room
208. Three hundred shots are
available to students for $5 and
to faculty and staff for $8, said
Janice Uyeda, nursing director.
This is the fourth year the
center has offered the service.
They had about 280 people
come in last year, Uyeda said.
Elizabeth Dietz of the School
of Nursing said the school offers
shots for $10 as a fundraiser for
four days: Oct. 15 from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Administration
Building, Room 167; Oct. 22
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Health Building, Room 401;
Oct. 28 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Administration Building, Room
167 and Nov. 5 from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Health Building,
Room 401.
This is the third year that
the school has tried to serve the
community while at the same
time providing a good opportunity for nursing students to
gain skills from administering
the shots, Dietz said.
Flu, short for influenza, is
caused by viruses that infect
the respiratory tract. It often
causes more severe illnesses,
according to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
Web site.
It is said that many of the illnesses and deaths caused by
influenza can be prevented by
annual influenza vaccination.
Uyeda said three groups of
people can benefit from a flu
shot: people 65 years of age or
older, people of any age with
chronic health problems and
people who are involved with
sick people.
Although flu shots may not
be absolutely necessary for
healthy college students, anyone who thinks he or she may
benefit should come and get a
shot, said Shirley Woods, health
center nurse practitioner.
One example of a group that
might need to be careful are
dormitory residents, People in
the dorms are exposed to many
things, Woods said referring to
flu viruses.
Studies of healthy young
adults have shown the influenza vaccine to be 70 to 90 percent
effective in preventing illness,
according to the Centers for
and
Control
Disease
Prevention.
The center also said October
through November is the best
time to get flu shots.
As

Page

Steady hand
a.

"It takes two
weeks or so to get
effective. If they
try to get flu
shots, they should
come in October
or November
before the flu
season, which
usually comes in
January."
-- Janice Uyeda,
nursing director
"It takes two weeks or so to
get effective," Uyeda said. "If
they try to get flu shots, they
should come in October or
Nov: Tuber before the flu season,
comes
in
usimlly
which
January. "
Some people are not vaccinated because they believe the
vaccine causes unpleasant side
effects or that it may even cause
the flu, according to the Centers
Disease Control and
for
Prevention.
Flu shots are very safe.
Uyeda said. Influenza vaccines
are not live viruses and there
are few side effects.
The most serious side effect
is an allergic reaction in people
who have a severe allergy to
eggs This is because the viruses used in the vaccine are
grown in hens’ eggs. For this
reason, those who are allergic to
eggs should not receive the
influenza vaccine. according to
the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention.
Influenza viruses are coittinnatty changing. That is one of
the reasons a vaccine must be
taken every year. Another reason is that the antibody produced by the host in response to
the vaccine declines over time,
according to the Center for
Control
and
Disease
Prevention.
Typical symptoms of influenza are fever. head ache, muscle
aches anti respiratory symptoms, such as a cough, sore
t h PM I, runny or stuffy nose, the
center said.
The center reported that
most people who get the flu
recover completely in one or two
weeks, but some people develop
serious and potentially life threatening medical complications. In an average year,
influenza is associated with
about 20.000 deaths nationwide
and many more hospitalizations.

Alise O’Leary/Spartan Dud%
Luong Nguyen, graphic design major, works on a project for the Studio Art for Young People class held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the Art Building. The class is part of the Art Education curriculum.

Symphony Orchestra to perform ’Schubert’
By She yda Fathipour
Staff Writer
In celebration of the 200th
anniversary of Franz Schubert ’s
birth, the San Jose State
University
Symphony
Orchestra is performing his
music tonight.
"We’re perMrming Schubert’s
early symphony he wrote when
he was 19 yi,irs old." Assistant

Conductor Christopher Baum
said. "He was one of the greatest composers that ever lived."
The orchestra is scheduled to
play their fall concert in the
&NU Concert Hall for the
School of Music and Dance at
7:30 p.m.
The 50-member orchestra
will perform four pieces: the
first one will be "Academic
Festival Overture" by Johannes

Brahms. the second will lu
"Finlandia" by Jean Sibelius.
which will be conducted by
Baum. That was a factor in
selecting one of his works to
play. Baum said, while the
Sibelius piece was chosen to
compliment the other songs.
Along with the anniversary
of Schubert’s birth, it is the
100th anniversary of Brahm’s
death.

After
intermission,
two
pieces will be performed both
written
by
Schubert:
"Symphony
NO. 4"
and
"Rosamunde Overture."
"We’ve been practicing for a
while
now,"
said
Jun
Nakabayashi conductor for the
5/151" symphony. "I know what
their weaknesses are and they
should be fine."
See Concert, page 12
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A ’splash’ of fun:
swimming season starts

Robert Semi,

1IIl

1

1,1

Above: Jessyca Nabozny,top,
and teammate Stacy Smith, foreground, enjoy a laugh during a
preseason intersguad meet.
Left: Clockwise from left, Stacy
Smith and Gretchen Cook shout
encouragement as teammate
Katie Kascht swims the 200 yd.
individual medley. The meet was
the first of the season and prepared the team for the fall season. The women’s swim team
will hit the road to compete
against the University of the
Pacific on Oct. 17.

Mitch Cartwright/ Spartan Mill

Technology: Teachings designed to inform, lend support
Continued from page 1
ate, use, and communicate information
in all of its various formats."
At San Jose State University,
Instructor :Judy Reynolds said she
teaches faculty and students how to
use library catalogs, academic indexes,
and the Internet to find scholarly
material fir class assignments and
term papers.
"Our goal is to make people independent researchers in whatever
major they choose," Reynolds said.
"When students are introduced to technology, they lose their fears about
using it."
While class demonstrations are useful to students, Reynolds said it would
be better if the class could be conducted in labs where students actually
practiced searching databases.
"Students retain search techniques
longer if they get hands-on training,"

Reynolds said. "Right now there isn’t
enough money to fund this type of lab."
Karen Powell, a fine arts major, said
she learned to use the indexes, online
catalogs and CD-rums by herself.
"Librarians are usually too busy to
help you search so I find things
through trial and error," Powell said. "I
get most information for my term
papers in books or magazines because
I’m not familiar with the Internet."
Jerry Brito, a human performance
major, said he isn’t good with computers and the instruction he received
from the library wasn’t enough.
"They should really offer students a
tutorial or class that teaches basic typing. Internet searches and accessing email," Brito said. "Also, students should
be given a tour of the library so we
know exactly what material the library
has and where it is located."
Although some are not happy with
Ii brary
student
demonstrations,

Lourdes Biagtan said she’ is quite sat
isfied with the assistance ,he has
received.
"The university provides the tools to
research, it is up to the student to
employ them," Biagtan said "If it student doesn’t know how to look Mr a
topic, it is up to them to ask for help"
Students are not the only ones
becoming literate in technology, professors are being educated as well.
The In
and Research
Services delivers a variety of workshops in desktop publishing. creating
Web pages and mastering computer
applications so instructors can disiov
er how technology enhances courses
"Basically we train and assist
instructors in producing coursev,are.
which includes handouts. ,01estiret-.
power point slides, syllabuses, interi.
tive CD-rums, Web pages ;end
said Morning Shu, manager ot the
Alquist Center.

’1’he Institute For Teaching and
I.parning /I kit gives faculty inemtiers
technology support The Institute
sponsors ptogriitiis that hall,: on using
technology in chu:ses and release’s
II14.111111-1, WhIl want to
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Fees: Cut is long-term risk,
Continued from page 1
trend on lowering and raising
tuition based on economic conditions."
"While it’s good news in the
short term, in the long term
we’re still very much at risk,"
she said. "Tuition ought to be
based on SoIlle standard such as
cost of living."
Ken Reed, who studies
Recreation and Leisure at
SJSU, wasn’t impressed by the
decrease either.
"I don’t think $79 is going to
make much of a difference," he
said.
Adrena Johnson, a biological
psychology student, said she
didn’t think the fees should

have gone up as much as they
did to start with. College ft es
rose by 103 percent at CSI -, I:i4
percent within the CC system
and 290 percent at community
college’s during the recession in
the early 1990s, but have been
at those levels for three years
Johnson, who is paying outof-state fees, said Calillirnian’s
are lucky to be paying the fees
they are.
"I’m from Texas, and people
there are still under the impression that people here are getting a free education."
Reed, who is also from outside California, agreed.
"In Cidorado, I cl he paying
almost twice as much," he said
Not everyone disapproved of

the decrease. Business major
Aaron Patterson said the lou
ered tuition would help.
"It
sounds good." said
Patterson, a California resident
"To those students who html.n to
pay on their own, $79 is $79 "
The tax break loll by
Assemblyman Ted Lem pert. I/
San Carlos, sets up the Golden
State Scholarshare Trust It
allows California parents to
take advantage of federal km
changes that defer taxes on thl’
interested generated by contributions to a state -sponsored col
lege savings plan. Taxes become
due when the student withdraws the funds to go to college

ts N Lt
I

Mission is not the first space
that
mission
exploration
Manna’ has worked on.
"I have been involved in
planet science! for 28 years,"
Marouf said.
tier worked for NASA on the
Voyager satellite. from 1975 to
1989.
"It is important for mankind
to study our own corner of the
universe," Marouf said. "I find
It MartI101.1:4 to use my electri
cal engineering tools elsewhere."
Marouf has been working
with the Radio Science Team of
the Cassini/Huygens mission
since 1991. His team is composed of 11 people (eight
three
and
Americans
Europeans). The. team was
responsible for the designing
three transistors aboard the
spacecraft, one for communica-

tam and the other two for con- ly analyze Saturn’s rings both
ducting research. The transis- particle’ sizes and physical prop
tors will allow the Radio erties I, temperat tire, mils-.
Science Team to study Saturn magnetic fields and ;item,
through radio signals from phere, along with Tit All.S itmui
earth to Cassini, Marouf said.
ph ere, Nlartuif said
Prior to the launch, the team
The spacecraft will take
would meet three times a year, seven years to reach Saturn,
once. in Europe and twice in the :Mania esti mates (ince it gets
United States, to discuss the. there, the goal 4’1 the probe is hi
instrumentation of the probe. spend four year:. .200.1 2111is.
Marouf said.
studying the. Saturnian systiin
With only three meetings a Marouf said
year, Marna used alternative
"I will continue to work miniit
forins of communication to until (the mission is comply?
id," Marina. said
reach team members.
If Marinf stays with the in
"We interacted by e-mail and
pct until its completion. he it ill
teleconferencing," Marouf said
The team meetings would be have been involved with it tl’I
held in conjunction with the IS years
entire. group of all 12 teams of
"Eighteen years is halt a life
11 people meeting together time of a productive’ person, SO
These meetings where held in
the project I means a lot to MI’
regard to issues of the launch, It is close. to my heart," Marna
Marouf said.
said. "When you work on someOnce! the probe reaches thing you like it becomes a child
Saturn, his team will specifical- to you."
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Cassini: 18 years invested
Continued from page 1
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SJSU’s Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week is over but the debate continues... Is homosexuality a DNA determined lifestyle or is it set by the environment in which a person is raised? Do gays and lesbians have
a choice of being gay or straight? Two Spartan Daily skiff’ members, Terri K. Milner and Adam Billington,
battle over whether human sexual orientation is learned or genetic.

Are people born gay?
Genetics determine homosexuality; people
would not choose to be shunned by society

Homosexuality isn’t a genetically-influenced
lifestyle; environmental factors dominate
Were homosexuals born homosexual
V V or not? That is the question that
has been set before me.
Actually I don’t think homosexuals
were born homosexual. For that matter,
I don’t believe that heterosexuals were
born heterosexual, I think we were all
born A-sexual.
However Dr. Dean Hamer would have
you believe the opposite.
He would tell you
that there was a genetic answer for homosexuality. His research
indicated there was.
Hamer’s
However.
research has come
under fire with accusations by one Of his own
Adam
research collaborators,
Billington
that Hamer left some
data out of his findMaif Writer
ings to strengthen his
V
Hamer’s
hypothesis.
research is now currently under investigation by the Office of Research
Integrity.
Some researchers have found his
findings to be sound; however, no one
has been able to duplicate his work. You
see, some believe that his work maybe
truthful, just done on too tiny of a scale
to be thought of as correct. Hamer studied only 40 gay men and their brothers.
When we were born we didn’t have
any knowledge or experience. We didn’t
know anything. We didn’t begin to
breathe until we were prompted to do
so.

A human being learns more in its
first two years of existence than at any
other period in their lifetime. This is
because when someone is born they
don’t know anything; everything they
see adds to their knowledge. If a newborn infant doesn’t know anything, how
can they have a sexual orientation that
will be developed into either heterosexuality or homosexuality?
People aren’t born with these preferences, certain stimuli create these likes
and dislikes. For this same reason, some
people find larger people attractive
rather than skinny people. For this
same reason, some people prefer blond
hair over dark hair
Choices that we make through our
lives lead us down certain paths. I, for
example, like to read, and I don’t enjoy
math. My brother, however, is the opposite I acquired my likes from stimuli I
received at certain points in my life.
The issue can boil down into the good
a psychological debate of nurture vs.

Xmarks the spot.

nature. That is the debate that we are
born with all of our preferences and
then, as we age and mature, discover
those preferences versus the argument that preferences we have are
a result of the decisions and the
choices we’ve made in the past.
Are our paths chosen for us by
our genetic’ make-up or do we
get to choose the beginnings of
our paths and then follow
that path throughout the
course of our lifetime?
I suppose the
question will be
resolved
one
day, with all of
the genetic
technology
We
are
acquiri n g .
Some
say they
have
found
genetic
links to
ho osexuality; others disa g r ee
with the
findings.
’ m
not sure
Ii o w
happy
I
could be if all
of my decisions
were made for
me, if all the
answers
were
there before I
even asked the
questions. How
can we live our
lives without free
will?
I’m not saying
that homosexuals
choose their orienta
tion. That would be
saying they could
change if they desired
to do so. I’m saying
that a path was taken
at a period in their
lives that led these
individuals to feel the
way that they do.

In 1993, Dean Hamer, a molecular geneticist, announced he had
found a link between sexual orientation and the X chromosome, which is
transmitted by a heterosexual mother
to her sons.
Hamer’s study discovered an identical
genetic marker on a tip of
the X chromosome
now called GAY-1
was
that
shared by 33 of
40
pairs
of
in
brothers
which both siblings were gay.
findings
His
were backed up
in 1995 when he
announced he had
concluded a second
Nilktis:dy that confirmed his
original
ad
mgs this
time
3w3
pairsith
of homosexual brothers that produced a 100 percent accuracy
rate.
This study
illustrated what
many homosexuals knew long ago.
"I was born gay,"
they’ll say. And they
should know.
I’ve known many gays and
lesbians over my lifetime some
flamboyant, some "straight-acting"
but a common thread runs throughout all of their stories: they "knew" they
were gay, felt it wholeheartedly.. many
of them even before they knew what
intercourse was. They said they
rs
felt "different: pulled toward members
of the same sex.
It’s not that X-linkage is absolute. I
it hard to believe that any "test" of
homosexuals could be.
flamer himself believes that, although
genes assuredly play a part, sexual orientation is also "swayed by personal history,
society and culture."
It would be ludicrous to think social
environment has no effect on homosexuality. In the same vein, it is undeniable that a
biological link does exist.

"Homosexual behavior" (such as dressing
in the mother’s clothes) has been shown to
appear as early as age 2 in boys and is said
to be predicative of adult sexual orientation,
strongly suggesting biological predisposition
to homosexuality.
Behavior among animals provides strong
evidence that there is a biological cause-and effect relationship.
One of the studies at the forefront is by
William Byrne of Mount
Sinai School of Medicine
who demonstrated that
male rats subjected to
female hormones in the
automatically
womb
assume a female mating
when
position
approached by other
males. A second study,
Terri K.
conducted by biologists
Milner
Ward Odenwald and
Managing Editor
Zhang,
Shang-Ding
V transplanted a gene into male
fruit flies. They maintained the gene caused
the display of homosexual behavior. Lo and
behold, the male flies were having a virtual
orgy while the female flies cowered at the
tops and bottoms of the jars.
Further genetic evidence has not been
forthcoming regarding both gays and lesbians partially because homosexuals themselves are not altogether in support of the X linked theory.
Genetic theories stir mixed emotions in
the gay community. On the one hand, the
studies confirm what many homosexuals
have long felt: that homosexuality is an
innate characteristic. On the other hand,
many gays feel the genetic hypothesis could
promote the conservative moralist contention that gayness is a "defect" that needs
"fixing."
In truth, as Gregory King, spokesman for
the Human Rights Campaign Fund in
Washington D.C., said,"We know from polls
that when people understand that sexual
orientation is not chosen, they are more
inclined to support basic civil rights for lesbian and gay people."
The homosexuals I have known have
often been pained by being "different," stung
by society’s reactions to their "choice."
I find it hard to believe people would make
the conscious decision to enter a world where
they are shunned and not uniformly accepted, where laws discriminate against them
and they are labeled "sick" and "perverse."
Free will and social environment can
never be totally disregarded in any genetics
debate. They are not mutually exclusive.
But the biological links to homosexuality
are real.
The X-planations to homosexuality exist.
They must be X-plored and X-amined.

Comptts Comment

Are people horn gay?

"I believe people
are horn like that.
It’s not a choice
aml it’s not their
fault. -

"No. I think it’s an
environmental thing
that people are
exposed to."

"Yeah. There have
been smne studies
that show it has to do
with brain and chemical balances."

"I gilt’
MeV we.
ihey say they ate."

"I (loot’t think it’s
predetermined at
birth because I think
it’s a chotee."

"Some people possibly. tin- some people
it’s not something
that they are exposed
to."

"I think it’s genes. I
don’t think people
choose to he gay
and he outcasts of
society."

Veronica Rodriguez,
Political Science

Matt Hamilton,
Administration of
Justice

Sarah Baum,
Liberal Studies

Teresa Anaya,
Business Finance

Naomi Beck,
Child Development

Ron Cook,
Computer Science

Melissa Rodriguez,
Nursing

Asked by Anthony Perez/ Photos by Steve Logan
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Caret raises level of on-campus technology
By Catherine Spencer
Senior Staff Writer
When President Robert
Caret was hired by San Jose
State University in 1995, he
promised to raise the level of
technology on campus.
Two years later, significant improvements can be
seen in the Washington
Square Hall open computer
lab and the university’s
mainframe computer, and
work is continuing on the
university’s infrastructure
project.
By the year 2000, Caret
said the administration
expects to complete the $8.8
million, infrastructure project that will produce additional computer and
Internet connections in a
majority of
buildings on
campus.
Caret also
said
the
university
to
intends
begin offering
more
a
advanced e-mail system, Lotus Notes by IBM.
While
noticeable
upgrades have been made to
the open resources on campus, there is still a wide
spectrum of computers in

departmental labs. Some
departments have cannibalized IBMs and others have
the latest Macintosh computers.
"From where we started,
we have come a long ways in
terms of available computer
technology," said Rich Sol,
interim associate vice president of information systems
and computing. "A couple of
years ago San Jose State
ranked near the bottom of
State
California
the
University System, but now
the campus is in the top five
or six.
Sol said the university
approximately
spent
for
$400,000
state-of-the-art
Pentium comand
puters
high -end
Macintosh
computers
this August
to improve
t
h
e

Washington
Square Hall
In
open lab.
addition, the lab was
renovated with completely
and
workstations
new
rewired to provide Internet
access at every computer.
"From a technology stand
point, we are moving toward
the bleeding edge," Sol said,

President nears
enrollment goal
By Terri K. Milner
Managing Editor
Nearly three years ago, when
Robert Caret began his run as
San Jose State University president, he had high hopes for the
future of SJSU.
He still has them.
In Caret’s annual President’s
Report, one of his specific objectives was to increase SJSU’s
graduation rate to 50 percent
over the next seven years.
According to the Office of
Institutional Research, from the
1995-1996 to the 1996-1997 academic years, total baccalaureate
degrees awarded rose from
3,816 to 4,090, totaling a 7.2
percent increase.
"If we don’t meet it, we’ll
come so darn close it will still be
impressive,"
said
Leon
Washington, associate vice president of enrollment services,
referring to Caret’s goal.
Fifty
percent... possibly.
Close.. probably.
If enrollment was to stay the
same and Caret was able to continue at his current 7.2 percent
graduation rate increase for the
next six years, he will fall slightly short from his projected 50
percent increase, upping conferred baccalaureate degrees by
43.2 percent.

FEED
SJSU President Robert
Caret is up for his first
two-year review.
Students are being
asked to mail in responses.
Suggested topics include
Caret’s overall leadership,
his administrative effectiveness and his ability to
represent the university
within the community.
Responses are to mailed by
Oct. 15 to:
Bearyhimila,Climolicr
CallbralallidoUtdvatilly
4000oldmSbarsfluile31114
IstegBaNds.01.9011194145
For additional information about the review
process, contact the SJSU
Public Affairs Office at
924-1174.

Last .veier, however, slightly
over one-sixth of the students
donned a cap and gown, according to the Office of Institutional
Research.
With enrollment on the
upward swing and predicted to
soar by shortly after the millennium due to what is being
dubbed as "Tidal Wave II," the
goal seems less attainable, but
Washington is optimistic.
"By about the year 2005 there
is going to be a large college population increase," Washington
said. "These are the second baby
boomers, if you will. San Jose
State has implemented new
processes that will have everything working in a quick and
efficient fashion by then."
Two of the new processes to
whichWashington referred are
the Student Resource Center,
created ten months ago, and the
Student Learning Center, still
in the works.
The
Student
Resource
Center, which opened its doors
in January of 1997, is still only
85 percent complete at this
point, though it has already
made great strides regarding
student accessibility. Its purpose is to be a "one-stop center
for students," where they can
get all of the information

referring to better cutting
edge technology.
With
the
infusion of,
the mod- \
ern, up-todate computers and workstations, the lab N,
has attracted more
students and is better able to handle the
heightened demand for
services, said Morgan Kaye,
a lab assistant.
"The facilities in the open
computer lab are great," said
English literature major
Teresa Pascali. "Even when
the lab is full, I can usually
find a station open. Having
the lab on campus helps me
because I have free, unlimited access to computers and
knowledgeable personnel."
Despite the university’s
attempt to bolster the level
of technology in the open
labs, the total number of
computers in the labs
remains unchanged. There
is still about one computer
available for every 200 students in a campus where
enrollment averages 27,000.
"The labs do not have
enough computers," said
Maurice Mitchell, associate
vice president of instruction
and research services. "We
would like to expand public
access in open labs, but
there is not enough money to
do so at this time."
In the realm of telecom-

munications, SJSU continues to offer students cheaper
Pacific

Bell
Internet
services, free email, and complimentary
UNIX
accounts.
SJSU recently overhauled
the entire computer system
that supports telecommunication because the system
began to fail, Sol said. Some
of the repair included
increasing the system’s disk
space and memory, creating
a database and replacing the
system’s software and hardware, he added.
"A couple of years ago, we
stopped giving out UNIX
accounts because the system
could not support the
demands from faculty and
staff," Sol said. "However,
with new equipment, this is
now possible."
Sol said upgrades have
helped to elevate the speed
of the system as well as
expand students’ and faculty’s access to the Internet.
"The university can now
maintain 24 -hour service
because our new voice
response unit checks the
status of the system and
notifies a technician when
any part of the system goes
down," Sol said.

***MEM’ THE PRESIDENT***

"Before it took hours to
respond to a system failure
because we had to depend on
students to contact us and
let us know when the system
was not running properly."
A big change in telecom muting came this semester
when all students enrolled
automatically received email addresses through the
mail.
"This new e-mail is a lot
more convenient because
you don’t have to sign up
and wait weeks for a password to log in," said Dina
Wong, a biology major and
frequent user of e-mail.
"The only thing I don’t
like is the system goes
down more frequently
because more students have access /
to e-mail."
Sol said the
lapses in email
service
are
only
momentary
set back and will
decrease
once
adjustments have
been made to current
system.
Another obstacle San
Jose State University faces
is the unequal distribution
of computer resources.
"It is apparent that at the
university there are the
haves and have nots,"
Mitchell said. "Around campus there is a smattering of

See Goal, page 12

departments at
San Jose
State,"
Mitchell
said.
"No one knows
exactly how this
program will affect us yet."

ART BY
SCOTT LECHNER

Faculty doesn’t
reflect students
By Genoa Barrow
Executive Editor

Name: Robert I,. Caret
Age: 50
Occupation: SJSU president
Start of position: February 6, 1995
Previous work experience: Provost and Executive
Vice President, Townson Universitv Baltimore.
Maryland. Chairman of the, Townson State. University
Capital Campaign which raised more. than $10 million tbr the university
Academic background: l’oiversity of New Hampshire:
Phi) in organic chemistry, 1974
Etc: Caret is a member of the Joint Venture,/ Silicon ’alley
Leadership Council and Economic Development
Team, the San Jose, Repert p iry Theatre, Board of
Directors and the San Jose Metropolitan Chamber
of Commerce Board of Directors.

everything from the latest
Pentium to the most ancient
microprocessor. In many
cases, the situation is pretty
desperate."
Mitchell said the university is exploring ways to
address the inequity and
has for asked for additional
funding from the CSU system to combat the problem.
One possible remedy may
come as a result of a systemwide internal partnership within the CSU system.
The CSU system has joined
forces with GTE to develop a
baseline technology infrastructure at each of the
22 campuses in the system.
"This systemwide
project could help
or hinder technologies that
exist in the
different

The average SJSU profe,sor
is a 49-year-old white. male The
average student is 26 and
belongs to a minority group
For three hours and 45 minutes a week
the average time
a student spends in one class,
the two must get past these differences and reach a common
goal: understanding
SJSU
student
Dayton
Williams said it isn’t as easy as
it sounds.
"The teachers here don’t
know how to relate to me and I
don’t know how to relate to
them," Williams said.
Peter Lee, associate. vice.
president of Faculty Affairs,
said the age difference, between
a professor and his or her students doesn’t hamper that professor’s performance, in the
classroom.
"A4e shouldn’t he a factor."
Lee said "Effectiveness should
he’ based strictly on the person’s
training and interpersonal
skills.
Williams disagrees. He said
older teachers tend to he, out of
touch and inflexible
"If half the people in your
class are falling asleep, that

should tell you it’s time, to try
something new.- he said "But it
doesnt.
They’re like
the
Energizer Bunny. ’They keep
going and going regardless of
whether or not they’re reaching
their students."
Williams said younger teachers are better at recognizing
student disinterest and changing their lesson plans.
Lee said the university’s lack
of diversity has more effect on
the quality of education than
the differences in age,
"We need a diverse staff to be
able to relate to the changing
student population," he said.
About a fifth of all teachers
have been at SJSU for longer
than most students have been
alive 21 to 30 years, according to the, 1995 Statistical
Abstract. Lee said this isn’t a
concern. He said teachers have
ways of keeping abreast of their
fields even though they’ve been
in the classroom for so many
years.
They keep their curriculum
up-to-date by joining professional associations, serving as
consultants on committees, producing publications or taking
classes at S.M. Part-time.
instructors, Lee said, hold Jobs

See Faculty, page 12

Accessibility: Students voice their concerns
Continued from page 1
the information requested by the
recording.
Riiwana Mahmood. a graduate student majoring in administration of justice. attended the
study break held Oct. 8.
Mithrmkod is also a coordinator
for the Women’s Resource
Center.
She said she went to her first
study break with the intention of
learning more about Sitill.
"I’m from Canada. and I
wanted to know how the president works with the campus."
Mahmood said. "lie listens
carefully and he takes pride in
this university."
Richard Boyd, a mechanical
engineering major. went to the
study break for the same reason

as Mahmood.
"It was a way for inc to see
behind the scenes at San Jose
State. I wanted to see how things
are run and who was running the
show." Boyd said. "I liked that
Caret knows his plans and
where he wants to take the urnversity."
Both students said they
thought the study breaks Were a
good idea.
Sinai! tel studs breaks hut
centered around an issue of con.
cem tel students are the president’s
Key
Luncheons.
Generally
Caret’s
student
interns decide if a Key.
Luncheon should he scheduled
based on comments they hear
from other students at campus
club meetings or events.

in

"I liked that Caret
knows his plans
and where he
wants to take the
university."
-- Richard Boyd.
mechanical
enginnering major
Occasionally. Caret will
schedule a luncheon when he
becomes aware of an issue that
needs a forum for discussion
with students. Again, 20 students are invited to attend each
luncheon and interested students
can contact the president’s
interns at 924-2981 for more

I.ee Ann -I. hennpson. coordi
nator of student interns tel the
president. said one of their
responsibilities is to facilitate
contact between students and
Caret.
"We’re hired to I unction as
ambassadors
for President
Caret," Thiimpson s,i Ic1 -He
w ants to have more meaningtul
contact with students, and we
try to make that happen."
Thompson said if there was
enough student interest. more
study breaks and luncheons
would he scheduled.
Caret also said students can
call his interns with questions or
e-mail their inquines dircvtly to him
at sjsuprestct vmlsjsu.edu and
someone will get back to them.

"We have a staff member
ss ho goes through the e-inail
everyday and routes the toes sages to one of the v ice presidents, or me it its something I
need to see personally.- Caret
said. "Students will get an
itnswer one way or another."
Caret has five student
interns this semi:stet, and
l’hompson said there is still one
position open for student intern
tel the president.
"We’re hear to listen to
important issues and interests of
all students." she said. "We try
to respond to all inquiries within
24 he
If students would like to
contact Uarees interns via entail. the address is:

sidintrttsVsjiimmlsjsu.edu

11111......
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Robert tieroJ

Above: Drum major Robert Nieves leads the
band during the halftime show at Saturday’s
game.

Left Sliding around on the trombone is not
freshman .nusic major Matt Davis’ first priority
in the SJSU marching band. His normal rouMichelle IAel Spa, ION !bias

Come follow
the band

Right: The SJSU
Marching rk,tr
r I
gots a IMO?
at a Spartan foot
hall horne game

By Yasko Agaira

hand and distil know what he’d do without
them
One very special concert was added to the
memories of band ineinhers this semester.
The SJSIT Marching Band went to the
11011tif. of Alan Simpkins, the great supporter
of the hand. on Sept. 7, thief, days before he
died
"It was very emotional,- Kelly said. "A
friend of the band was dying and there was
nothing we could do for him
other than playing
Simpkins revive(’ the
hand ins 1078 sifter live year
shot (I4i1l II III’ ;11,,, tooted
the hill for the entire band

Staff Writer

Robert Seen&

,p,it hrtt

Ills!

.toe Kelly, being a mends.’ it the S.ISt ’
Marching Band is more than ilaying
French horn at the football field.
"11.. a log family thin:, " ---s iii Kelly. a must,
likippr ,eilior, %vim has lieeo in the hand tor five
,.i.,ir, \Ve are tight I can 11.11-4 MIV0110 in tili.
hand 11e hang around and we get along The
marching
band
looks like is chili orgaiii,,,
offered
ion, hut It is a iI
by the School ill \Iiisic arid
ialtnt in II,
open to :my
This se:nest,
inmersity
tlic harid has ft.’ member
liii
to play sit Moth:ill
games, and it make, sin,
trip per sea,on to an awa%
game. This year it plans to
go to San I hego on Nov 8
St talents
III 1111. hand
(10.v0II a lot of time to
;sr tivit ie.;
In order to keep
in top performing shape.
they jiractice two and halt
hours. three t11114’s a VV0140
I his imine Saturdays thi
Scott Pierson.
also relwarse three iind
marching band director
hall hours before the game
amount of tub For

If you add up the joy
of all the 20 years
basic adiva), iii h, (Simpkins) conhand is
tributed to us, it
seems like there was
nothing to
provide...He loved to
see students in the
band happy."
-Ili,.

-Indents
credits

give

doesn’t

balance

tin -y receive,- said Scott

slit

with

the

Pier,on, kind

"Students
in
the
band
are
really
groat. and they are really proud of what they
do"
Ityan Schheper. a a band member tor six
ears. enjoys being a part of the prornim
such a big part
ui IIIV 1111. " ‘ii’ll111.1)0‘r
director.

111. Said
Michelle lee/

-,

he has many good memories sit the

to

III

1988

the Spartans’ awav
Il
helped the
band
whatever addi
Ilona! financial support it
nissled
Bat
according
to
Pierson, 1110f1Py leN’aS MO
I easmi why Simpkins ;isso
elation with the band was
treasured
"If you add op the joy of
14:1111f.s.

all

211

the

year,:

he

con

t Malted to
SI.1.11104 like
there was nothing to provide."

PIPT’sfili

Said

"’HIP

was is great pm. Ile loved to
see student s n the hand happy
1’ lie budget is SO poor that we are unable
to do everything ;it the top flight level, and
Simpkile understood that."
Pierson said the band has suffered with
financial problems for years. In order to operate the band and maintain equipment for
about Ian members. he has requested $82,0110
ISItt0110 11011. IS ill-

Band,

See

page 9
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Above: Senior Jen Pozniak twirls
a Spartan Color Guard flag along
with willow, 0;ance combinations
during practice. Porniak is an
Os r upational therapy major who is
in her fourth year with the color
quard.

travel

and
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1 /i1

\sr III

(h.l. 21, 23, 28, 30 Nov. 4.6, II, 13, I. 20

Right: The 92-member SJSU
Marching Band performs once a
week indoors in addition to their
strenuous five hour outdoor
rehearsals.
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1140111%,

20 student maximum 10 latest I SA I s
$400
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Band:
Continued from page 8
from the budget committee for
the past eight to ten years. The
total amount of money he
received this semester was
$35,500, and the band program
was also recommended for
elimination in the academic
redesign program last semester.
"The people we have are
great but we definitely need
more support," Schlieper said.
While the band is short of
financial support, it has
received a lot of positive reactions, Pierson said.
The SJSU Marching Band is
relatively small but it is the
loudest band, Schlieper said. It
is also different in its marching choreography.
"There is probably more
movement than any college
band," Pierson said. "They are
moving almost all the time."
Gayle Kludt, a former president of the Alumni Association
and a member of two area
chapters of other organizations
helping the university community, attended this season’s
first two football games, one
against Stanford University
and
the
other
against
University of Wisconsin.
She found that people from
other schools loved the SJSU
Marching Band.
"People at Stanford are jealous that we have such a classic
marching band," Kludt said.
"One of people from Wisconsin
came to me and said, ’If the
team was as good as the
marching band, (they) were in
trouble.’"
For SJSU alumni, the
marching band reminds them
of the good old days in school.
"The band is fun," Kludt
said. "We like the band because
we can pretend like being in
school and being 21 years old
again."
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’Most Wanted’ no joking matter
Keenen Ivory Wayans has trouble making
transition from comedian to action hero
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Writer
Every action hero has a
calling card. Stallone has the
voice. Schwarzenegger has the
muscle. Segal has the moves.
Keenen Ivory Wayans has...er,
the jokes.
Best known for the Emmy
Award-winning comedy series
"In Living Color," Wayans has
trouble making the transition
from comedian to action hero
in his new movie "Most
Wanted."
"Most
With
Wanted," Wayans
follows the formulas of Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
Sylvester
and
Stallone
Steven Segal as
the elite soldier who is framed
by his superior, escapes
prison, saves the girl, avoids
the explosions and kills the
bad guys.
Wayans, who plays marine
sharpshooter Sgt. James
Dunn, opens the film in prison
for the murder of his superior
officer during the Gulf War.
Enter Lt. Col. Grant Casey
(Jon Voight) who presents
Dunn the proverbial offer that
can’t be refused. Dunn is
recruited to assassinate reclusive industrialist Donald
Brickhart (Robert Culp) in
exchange for his freedom.
However, at the ribbon-cutting ceremony where the
assassination is supposed to
occur, Dunn quickly finds himself in trouble; the First Lady
is shot and killed instead of
the industrialist. Taken for a
patsy, the murder is pinned on
Dunn.
Brickhart places a $10 million bounty on Dunn’s head
and the manhunt is on. Dunn
Victoria
Dr.
to
turns

Constanini (Jill Hennessey)
whose amateur videotape may
exonerate him.
Perhaps, Wayans’ best
move was spicing up the cast
with such seasoned actors as
Jon Voight and Paul Sorvino.
Their age and experience
become the movie’s greatest
asset. Voight and Sorvino
bring a maturity and depth to
their roles and the otherwise
paper-thin plot.
Sorvino plays CIA deputy
director Kenny Rackmill.
Rackmill senses the set-up
but can do little
proof.
without
Sorvino’s charisma and patience
make this character an interesting one to follow.
The film was enthusiastic and
action -packed but without
these two it’s a bomb.
Wayans has a difficult time
leaving comedy behind, blurting out one-liners throughout
the movie.
between
An
exchange
Dunn and Dr. Constanini
illustrates Wayans’ penchant
for comedy. The camera zooms
in on her chest. "Damn that
looks good. I haven’t had a
piece in five years." Dunn
remarks. In fear, Constanini
pulls her sweater to hide herself only to find Dunn reaching past her for a piece of cold
pizza.
In another scene, Wayans
combines his comic sensibility
action
over-the-top
with
sequences. Walking down a
busy street in downtown Los
Angeles, Dunn is spotted by a
few citizens aware of the huge
reward. The scene snowballs
as Dunn is chased down the
freeway by what appears to be
half of L.A. Dunn scurries
across the road to safety
although his pursuers are not

AA

MOVIE REVIEW

Keenen Ivory
Wayans (above)
plays Sgt. James
Dunn, a marine
sharpshooter
framed for the
murder of the
First Lady.

as fortunate.
Wayans who wrote, produced
and starred in the film does
everything but sell moviegoers
popcorn and usher them to
their seats. Wayans makes a
hilarious but hardly believable
action hero. His soft-spoken
voice combats his rugged role.
The movie may have kept my
attention but it did not earn it.
Wayans is about as effective as
as
action
hero
an
Schwarzenegger is a comedian.

Veteran actor Jon
Volght (left) plays
Lt. Col. Grant
Casey who masterminds the
assassination and
set-up.

MOST WANTED
DIRECTOR: David Glenn Hogan
CAST: Keenen Ivory Wayans,
Jon Voight, Paul Sorvino,
Robert Culp, Jill Hennessey

RATING:

R

RUNNING TIME:

Photos courtesy of
New Line Cinema

99 minutes

Two plays by student author receive world premiere
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer
San Jose State University
students have the opportunity
to see the world premiere productions of two one-act plays
during the New Play Festival.
The festival runs from Oct.
17 to 25 at the Hal Todd Studio
Theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall.
The plays, titled "Miss
for
Etiquette
Buttercup’s
Romance" and "The Box," were
written by former SJSU the-

ater arts student Andy Doub.
His plays were finalists in the
1997 Crain/Phelan Literary
Awards competition which is
sponsored jointly by SJSU’s
English and Theatre Arts
Departments.
The plays are being produced by the University
Theatre, which is part of the
SJSU
Theatre
Arts
Department.
"’Miss Buttercup’s Etiquette
for Romance’ is a satirical comedy about young love, dating

and marriage," said David
Kahn, SJSU’s director of theater arts. "Andy used an interesting framing device for this
play. It starts with a woman
giving a lecture about how to
find love, and the audience witnesses the playing out of her
advice and where it goes right
or wrong for the characters."
Kristan Tweten, a drama
major who graduated in May
from SJSU, directs the play.
Kahn said Tweten was chosen
top student director by the

Theatre Arts Department last
year. Tweten also directed "An
Actor’s Nightmare" last spring,
which
was
written
by
Christopher Durang. Kahn is
the director for "The Box."
"The Box" is about a boy who
has gone into a box and won’t
come out no matter how much
his mother, the only other player, coaxes him. Through the
course of the play the audience
finds out why. Doub said the
play mirrors his own feelings at
the loss of his father when he

Smooth sailing for San Francisco Fleet Week
By Kevin W. Heetentan
Staff Writer

Chilean Navy and U.S. Coast
Guard ships, an airshow, and
ground entertainment centered around Pier 39.
San Francisco Mayor Willie
Brown, who had vowed last
year that there will be a Fleet
Week as long as he is mayor,
estimated that the event
brings 300,000 to 500,000 people to San Francisco over both
days. Brown said the event is
especially entertaining and
educational for children.

San Francisco could not
have asked for a prettier day.
After several days of clouds
and rain, the sun came out and
not a cloud could be seen in the
sky Saturday, as the city and
the Navy kicked off Fleet Week
1997.
The annual celebration on
San Francisco’s waterfront
featured a parade of U.S. Navy,
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Kevin W. Heeteman/ Spartan Dash
The Blue Angels, the U.S. Navy’s aerobatic team, performs over San
Francisco Bay during San Francisco’s annual Fleet Week celebration.

The event’s biggest draw
was the airshow featuring the
Blue Angels, the U.S. Navy’s
flight demonstration team.
Fisherman’s Wharf, Pier 39,
Aquatic Park and Municipal
Pier were crowded with spectators Saturday afternoon.
Navy Lt. Doug Verissimo,
the Blue Angels’ advance pilot
and narrator, said Fleet Week
is good for the team’s morale
because it affords them an
opportunity to spend a weekend in San Francisco.
Another benefit, Verissimo
said, is the airshow setting,
over San Francisco Bay.
"It’s a beautiful venue," he
said.
The airshow featured many
civilian performers as well.
Wayne Handley, pilot of a custom-built single-seat acrobatic
plane known as the Raven,
was only one of many to entertain the crowd.
Perhaps the most popular,
in terms of crowd reaction, was
Bill Reesman, pilot of a red
Russian-made MiG-l7 fighter
jet.
In days past, the sight of a
MiG over San Francisco Bay

would havc spelled World War
III. Now, it’s another
According to the Fleet
Week event guide, Reesman is
a former U.S. Air Force pilot
and a veteran of the Vietnam
North
War. Among the
Vietnamese Air Force planes
he had to contend with was
the MiG-17 the very plane
he now flies at airshows
around the country.
In addition to the viewers
on the piers and in Aquatic
Park, scores IA. sailboats. ferry
boats arid motor boats crowded
San Francisco Bay.
The Blue’s’ 45 -minute show
left the crowd
gasping,
applauding and in many cases
holding their hands over their
ears.
After the Blues finished, the
pier emptied. Many people left
to join what airshow announcer Gordon Bowman -Jones only
half-jokingly told the crowd
was "the longest traffic jam in
San Francisco," while others
lingered, taking in the sights
of San Francisco or shopping
among the various vendor
booths

was 13 years old.
The Box’ goes a long way in
10 minutes in dealing with the
death of a loved one and what
is left behind: Kahn said. Both
plays, including an intermission, last about one hour and 15
minute’s and represent some of
the hest student work in terms
of writing, directing and producing, he said
Doub has been involved with
both productions of his plitys.
sitting in on casting decisions
and rehearsals and giving his
response’s to the process He
said he’ll he there for opening
night.
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Its pretty exciting to see my
work being produced," Doub
said. "Both plays mean a lot to
me, especially ’The Box’. It was
a self-discovery play for me."
Doub resides in San Diego
where he is working and playing music with a rock-and-roll
band. lie said he hated to leave
SJSU, hut the "now -or-never"
aspect of the hand was an experience he didn’t want to pass
up.
"I came to San Jose State
because I read David Kahn’s
book. ’ScriptWork. A Director’s
Approach
to
New
Play
Development,’ and I liked his
Doub said. "I made a lot
of friends and got to know a lot
liculty there, sic it was sad to
leave. But anything I expenence will help nit’ as a writerDoub had some advice fir
other new writers
"Find something you really
love and don’t he afraid to show
It to people," hi, said "Take 3
chance, even it it., rough It’s
exciting and scary, but you
never know what might happen. Look at me The performances are Friday
:end Saturday. and Oct 23, 24
and 25 at 7 pm . cciii tict 22 at
1 p m Tickets for the shims are
VI for students iind seniors,
and $10 for general admission
For more info call 111‘+ 92-1.4555
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SPORTS
Club ice hockey team
destroys Bears, 13-1
SPARTA
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Five goals, three
assists from Joel
Jenkins allows SJSU
to continue streak

scored a goal for SJSU and gave
the Spartans a :3-0 lead after it
period of play.
Spartan goalie Erick Lahrs
V, its Vi.ry steady. in the nets as
he stopped all 11 shots he faced
in the first period. Lahrs would
later be taken oft the ice after
Vic liiheiro
the Spartans went up 6-0 half
:siail Writ.
way through the second period.
cloh hockey team Coach Glastiw decided it was it
The 1:.-1
-tick hcd their unbeaten streak good time to put in backup
io IS after it slaughtered the
goalie Scott Sweezey.
’al Berkeley
Bears
13- I
After Lee Gann put SJSU
:iorda% night at the Ice ahead 7-0, Ryan Berry continlire
ued the maSSaCre by scoring two
iefereseman Joel Jenkins goals within a minute of each
r.cd like Bobby. Orr as he led other to give the Spartans :19-0
in the scoring column lead after two periods At the
Ii I goals and two assists.
ill
end of’ the second period. 5.151*
,, as having a lot of fun out had outset the Bears 30-15
’here tonight,- Jenkins said
despite spending about half of
Hayniti club hockey is some- the first period in the per ally
enjoy doing. I’ve played box.
SJS1’ in the past, hot 1
Coach Glasow continued to
’<Iwo this team to lie i\
he impressed with his deft n,e
or than the two teams who
and weaker players.
made the nationals a couple of’
"The better players are makyear- ago ing the weaker guys on the
Jenkins began the scoring for team step up in their perfor
tile Spartans early in the first mance: Glasow said. "We are
wristed the playing with a lot of confidence
aid %Olen
pock over the fallen Bears’ goal- this year and it’s because if our
Tom depth lin defense and the
Witt
di r
Gary
l’elegrow and Jenkins each

prising play of our third and
fourth line"
Cal avoided the shutout early
in the third period when Victor
goilit:in scored a power-play
goal on Scott Sieezey
Joel Jenkins then took control for the rest of the game. lie
scored the last three of the
Spartans’ last four goals, including one in v,hich he broke away
from all the Bears’ players and
put the puck easily between the
Cal pialtender’s It
On Friday night. SJSU skated past the Bears 7-3 in
Berkeley After this weekend’s
sweep over Cal, the Spartans
are :3-0 for the season. SJSU
travels to Utah this upcoming
weekend The Spartans will he
facing two of the best teams in
the West On Friday night they
will take on Weber State and
then face Utah State on
Saturday Both teams crushed
the Spartans last year.
"If we win these next two
games. we it ill be ranked No. 1
in the West.- said team captain
’llii.brall

Tile Spartans will have to
win the g 11114.S without one of
their top offensive players
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Charles Slay/Spartan Daily
Berkeley goal during
the
towards
races
Right wing Kyle Benner assists center Danny Thebeau as he
SJSU’s 13-1 victory Saturday at the Ice Centre.
because Dean Wilson is still on
the injured list. He sustained a
concussion during the Spartans’
home opener against Palmer
College.
Despite Wilson wanting to

play against the Utah teams,
Glasow doesn’t want to risk
having him sustain another
blow to the head.
"I know Dean is eager to
make the trip, but I will not

allow him to play unless he has
a doctor’s clearance," Glasow
said.
The Spartans’ "B-team" plays
at 7:45 on both Friday and
Saturday at the Ice Centre.

Max flechervrISparlan Daily
Rocky Maivia, left, keeps Animal of the -Legion of Doom- from tagging his partner Hawk In another
of ’The Headbangers," right, reaches for a tag while holding Miguel Perez of "Los
"

Boncuas" in a head lock. The World Wrestling Federation presented six matches Sunday night at the
San Jose Arena, which will host a WWF pay -per-view event on Jan. 18, 1998.

Soaps, slams, SaberCats: all the same
Columnist claims
wrestling fans are
everywhere, need to
come out of closet
-\,V I 1.A.r( ’I IA 3d tNNA Itt i"
o fien Viii re offered a pre", oie,s
that grants you tree
int a professional wrestling
event’
Do %no vu to the matches
IA itt thousands of other folks
ho .Iri- stranger than the huh
tomes they’re cheering for or do
von

oparhanCP It, 4.-tapi.

from your place if employment
early in
night?
Wrestling
The
World
Federation was at the San Jose
Arena on Sonday and I opted to
hang out with the humanoids,
the
I’ll di, a nyt hing
Spartan Daily early on a given
night

Actually. going to
the event allowed
a
me
to
keep
promise 1 madt, to
myself last sernes-

that it’s
of "entertainment." not a sport
Even so. the fans
don’t si.l.T11
care.
; nil,. 0
men
ter.
shim f.d
lip
at
After attending a
Solidity’s
event
San Jose Saberrats
sporting their "Stone
game for free last
’old- Steve Austin TSpring, I vowed I’d
shirts with their
sooner return to the
MIKE
TRAPHAGEN
faces painted like the
San Jose Arena for
t WWI" matches before Ed tag -team members from the
endure another Arena Football "Legion of Doom. Is that strange? Maybe, but
game.
Both events are practically at least they’re honest about
their enthusiasm for a "form of
the same.
Arena Football is an absolute entertainment- that most of us
tease for fans awaiting the grew mil of hy the age of 12
I can $4.11’ how people get
NFI.’s season -opening kickoff.
It’s not even real football It wrapped up In it
I was right there with those
rirmy as well be fake.
fanatics when I was a kid. I
Speaking of not being real
the WW1.’ made news earlier in never went to a live i’vf.nt, but
the year by admitting to the I’d he glued to the TV on
New Jersey State Athletic Saturdays to watch Jimmy "the
niii1111,,1011

.1 101111

Superfly" Snuka, George the
Animal" Steele and the rest of
WWF
Vince
McMahon’s
wrestlers battle in the squared
ci rule.
I used to get caught up in all
of’ the story lines about the
wrestlers’ and their allies and
enemies. That’s probably where
I learned to get sucked into soap
operas.
Great, now I don’t have any
secrets.
I spent this whole summer
getting reacquainted with the
daytime soaps. Who says unemployment isn’t a beautiful
thing?
Now that I’m out of the
"Daytime closet," 1 think it’s
time the closet wrestling fans
take off their masks and admit
they indulge themselves by
viewing a body slam every once
in a while
I know you’re out there

because everyone I told about
my WWF press pass began
hurling names of wrestlers at
me as if they were wrestling’s
answer to Cliff Clavin.
I even recognized a few
familiar faces from SJSU at
Sunday’s event.
More people are starting to
root for Monday Night Football
to end early so that they won’t
miss "Melrose Place." But at the
same time, people are rushing
home from the bars to see the
opening credits of the wrestling
program of their choice.
Nobody admits to the latter,
but somebody iii giving the USA
network and Ted Turner’s TNT
a crazy amount of TV ratings
for their 9 p.m. wrestling shows.
Iii there really a difference
between soap operas and

There’s a place for

SJSU soccer teams endure road losses
Stall Writer
The Spartan soccer teams
started WA(’ play last weekend
in identical fashion.
Both teams lost 3-1 on the
road
The women were dogged by
Fresno State Friday night in
Fresno Colby Morgan scored
the lone SJSU goal in the 61st
minute unassisted to tie the
game at 1-1 before two Bulldog
goals sealed the Spartans’ fate.

The women’s team is row,. 55-1 overall 10-1 WAC). They will
return home from their So( al
sojourn tonight to take on
University of San Francisco at
Spartan Stadium at 7:00 p.m.
The
men
traveled
to
Oklahoma, where they received
a rude welcome from Tulsa
University. After trailing 1-0 at
the half, Brandon Snyder put
the hall into the net 13 seconds
into the second half to tie it up.
It was not until the 80th minute

that the Hurricanes reclaimed
the lead for good, scoring again
four minutes after that to ice
their victory.
The men’s team has now lost
five straight, plunging their
record to 4-7 (0-1 WAC).
The men’s team will entertain a couple of guests from
Texas at their next two home
games The men will host TCU
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday night at
Spartan StadiliM, followed by
SMIT at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.

-

wrestling shows?
Most people tune in to one or
the other just to see what
depths their story lines have
sunk to.
What’s
the
difference
between a wrestler with a
deranged split personality and
a soap opera character who
becomes possessed by the devil
and turns into a demon on the
screen?
These are the days of our
lives?
I don’t think so.
After Dr, Marlena Evans’
transformation into Satan and
Sunday’s WWF event, I can now
say I’ve seen everything.

WW(lli in Teaching
School-based teams
in Campbell Union and Oak Grove school districts

Keep recycling working.
Buy recycled.
Celebrate America Recycles Day
on November lath.
I ’’, t11,1,11 -11P
li;
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Open Advissment for

Concurrent Multiple Subject/
1TE Collaborative
Mild- Moderate -Severe Disability, CLAD/Multiple Subject
Level 1
I Sweeney Hal, Room 101
Sweeney Hail, Room 347
For Into. call 924-374a
For Info, call 924-3720
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REAL LIFE ADVENTURES by Gory Wise nod tome Aldoch

by Dave Wharnond
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Sharpening
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
COURIER/DRIVER/MESSENGER
makes no claim for products or for fast paced real estate office.
services advertised below not Is Vcri&Thurs only. Call 534-2112.
there any guarantee implied. The
clarified corms of the Spurn
PEDICAB DRIVERS WANTED!
Daly consist of mid advertising
(BICYCLE TAXI)
and offerings are not warred or Eam $10/hr.
verified by the newspaper.
Get a work-out while you work!
San Jose Pedicab (& Guadalupe
River Park Bicycle Tours) is looking for people to drive pedicabs in
EMPLOYMENT
downtown San Jose Wednesday
CHILDCARE, P/T, Sundays & through Saturday, 6:00pm to
Weekdays, a.m, and p.m.; Willow Midnight. California Drivers License
Glen United Methodist Church. and clean DMV record required.
Fax resume and references to No experience necessary.
408-294-7917.
Strong legs a plus.
INTERESTED?
Calf 297-6458
P/T PROJECT COORDINATORS
Intl conference and trade-show
company headquartered in Red- WANT TO MAKE MONEY in your
wood Shores, is in search of two spare time? Do you have a great
project coordinators. Qualifications: voice and personality? For flex
sales, research & communications time work with college radio
skills. Knowledge or the Internet & stations nationwide. Call Wendy
ACT! Professional phone manner. at 360-1370.
Sell exhibit booths to high-tech
companies over the telephone. Make TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
appointments for Project Director. sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Data entry and word processing. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Provide assistance with direct Flexible hrs. 9am-9prn. Downtown
mail campaign. Work 1.5.20 hours near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
per week. Salary $9.00/hour plus Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
commission. Fax resume and Promotions 494-0200.
letter of interest to B. Murray at
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
1-650631-3965.
Close to campus.
Mornings, Afternoons or FT.
VlET/ENG OR SPAN/VG garble
$7/hr. and up. 2-5 year olds.
needed. P/T. T-Th or 8-11 M-W-F.
High quality center.
Translations, Gen office work. Law
571 N. 3rd St.
office near SJSU. 995-3226.
Lauren 286-1533,
SAN JOSE LIVE!
A great place to party ...
SMALL RJRN. STORE looking for
a better place to work! Now hiring hardworking, energetic person.
for Doorhost, Cocktail Servers, Job includes sales, ft. warehouse
Beer Tub Servers, Cashiers, Cooks, & delivery work, some heavy
Counter Help, Marketing Asst. 8, lifting. Good hourly wage. flex
Bartenders. Flexible schedules schedule. 25-40 hrs/wk. No
available for students, earn that experience necessary, will train.
Spending cash you need and have Contact Tracy at 294-7353 or
fun at the same time, Apply in fax resume to 294-4070.
person anytime at 150 S. First St.
, e2,37 San Jose. Come in ask for COPY OPERATOR-MO Spied &
W/inager and get an application. Oder. Some Bindery work. Expel,
i’--911firepicture ID and SS card.
ience preferred, but will train. Full
or part-time evenings. Must be
organized, detail orientDOORMAN NEEDED
Frt Friendly
Diplomatic
ed, enjoy fast paced environment
Apply in person.
& have ’Team Payer " Attitude. Fax
BRITANNIA ARMS
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
5027 Almaden Expvey. San Jose apply in person at AnzaGraphix
2N. Market St. (downtown San Jose)
Ask for John.
408/277-0700.
LIFEGUARDS, 10-20 HOURS,
18 years or older, must be YMCA VETERINARY ASSISTANT - Camp.
or Red Cross Certified. Apply at bell. 10.20 hours weekly. Friday
South Valley Family YMCA or call mornings a must. Some Sats.
$7.00/hr. Call 374-6114 Lisa.
Jeff at 2269622.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly.
outgoing individuals to ion our
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Managers 85-512 hourly, no expenence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. 94086. Call:
435774-9000 or Fax 4055259810
NURSERY CAREGNER, Num Rock
Linked Melhoist Ouch, 30 Ka* Ave.
Si, Sun. 9:1511:45am, 879.10/hr.
2587368; fax resume 926-3266.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evenings & wekends.
Salary + tips. Apply in person.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Expiry San Jose.

a

ii

SPORTS CRY CAFE
NOW HIRING
Food servers, Hosts. Hostess.
Food runners, Cooks. Dshwashers,
Cocktail servers. We offer flexible
schedules for students, paid
vacations, insurance. 401k. meal
discounts and an opportunity for
advancement. No experience
needed, we have a comprehensive
training program. so if you’ve
always wanted to work in a
Restaurant now is the time. Apply
in person today, tomorrow, anytime
at 150 S. 1st St. in the pavilion
mall. Bring a Picture ID and SS
card with you.
EARN $14 AN HOUR
Referees needed. Full training
provided. Flexible hours. Call
Santa Clara Officials Association
408/241 9562.
TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
& High School Subjects. Earn
$15-$20/hr. Call Jack or Joan
408/227-6685.
SKILLS COACH Will provide
one-on-one training to individuals
with developmental disabilities
in the San Jose area Must be
a high school graduate with
1+ yrs. related experience.
Se.50$10.00/hr. DOE. FT & PT
available. Call Anaite Letona at
408/735-7890 or mail resume
to: COP 505 West Olive Ave
0320, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
RECEPTIONIST PART-TIME
Need responsible student to
answer phones/set appts. for
local driving school, 2pm6pm.
Personality a plus. 3634182.
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED
Student Union is seeking a graphic
artist. Must be enrolled in the
SJSU School of Art. Work 20
hours a week. Apply at Student
Union Director’s Office.

Like the race car drivers, maybe you could
gel sponsors to help pay tor your car.

PHONE:

BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work JOBS AVAILABLE! Term. FT/PT
Work as receptionist,
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
based behavioral intervention
South Bay locations.
program. Background in Special
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Ed, Psychology, Speech, or 0.1.
desired. Experience preferred. Certified Personnel. 7494570.
$10:00 to 815:00 per hour. Call
Kevin 1-415-827.9310 or Shari TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
408-294-2712.
year olds.
VALET PARKING for Hotel & Rest Flex PT/FT positions
Flexible schedules to fit your needs. Days, Eve. Weekends
Salary plus tips. 288-6159.
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
DATA ENTRY, $9412/hr. Strong Benefits available
typing skills, accuracy more impor- Call Corp Office 260.7929.
tant than speed. Attention to
detail, computer literate. Great DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
opportunity for entry level individual Thinking about a career working
looking for long term opportunity. with elementary age children? The
Please he resine to 408/6531855 YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
attention Maseen or cal 6531515. now hiring for school-age Child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Full& part-time positions available,
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
hours flexible around school. Fun
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose. staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
BE PART OF A DYNAMIC TEAM! Teachers require minimum 6 units
We are recruiting energetic and in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
responsible individuals for the Sociologv and/cr Physical Education.
position of New Student Advising Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408& Orientation Sparta Leader. If 291-8894 for more information
you are professional, enthusiastic and locations.
and a team player, pick up an
application at the Student Life
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
Center. Deadline is 11/3. For
P/T Elementary Schools.
more information call 924-5972.
Cegree or Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity far Teachrg Experience.
Need Car.
S EARN EXTRA CASH
Voce Mat (408)287-4170 ad. 408
up to $600/month!
E0E/AAE
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Contact California Cryobank
Have all your expenses paid,
1-650.324-1900, M.F, 8-4:30.
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing
as circulars. No Experience Req. Free
Graduate with 6-figure income.
rifornaten pocket G314107838272.
Call recording (408)271-6993.
PHONE INTERVIEWER, Urg, term,
$8.75/hr, 30 hours ’s( week
Make quality calls using a script.
pleasant phone voice. Will train.
Please he resume to 408/6531855
Attn: Maureen or cali 6531515.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych, Soc,
ECE, Rec or ED required. Cali
408.379-3200 ext 21.

P/T DOJVERY PERSON for small
furniture store. Must be available
Sat & Sun. Some heavy lifting.
Valid CDL and good DMV.
Knowledge of South Bay helpful
but not required. Approx. 25
hrs/wk, F/T during sem. breaks.
Contact Tracy at 294.7353 or
fax resume to 294-4070.

HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
Sports & Movie Memorabilia
Expanding company seeking
outgoing, responsible & honest
people to fill sales positions.
Huge earning potential for
aggressive sales people.
$1200 a weekend proven
income, Hourly + commission.
Friday through Sunday only.
CLERICAL: How would you like Call 1,714-547-2848 or fax
to make $320 this week" For resume to 1-714-258.2521.
more information call Maureen
408/6531515.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
RECEPTIONIST - Full or airtime extended daycare. P/T in the
opportunities available. I year afternoon. No ECE units are
minimum experience answering required. Previous experience with
phones, clerical duties involved. children preferred. Please contact
Working knowledge of Word & Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Excel are helpful. Fax resumes to
408/6531855, attn. Tammy or
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
call 6531515.
Graves. Swings and Weekends
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
Low key lob sites
seeks full/part time sales
Will train
person, data entry, customer
Abcom Private Security
service & electronic technicians.
408-247.4827
Call 4013453.7243 or
Fax resume 408-441-9988.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal or appy r person, Mon-Sun 7-7.
408286-5880.5550 Men:lank/a.
Between San Calm and Paienca.
behind tre Card and Paty Stare. Si
VALET PARKING P/T nights &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+, $6-$8
per hour + tips, Call Mike at
1-800625-3871,
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school age recreation
program, P/T from 2-60m. M F
during the school year. Some Prf
morning positions available from
approx. 7am- llam. F/T during
summer camp. hint salary. no
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call Janet at 354-8700
x223. Not available school year?
Call for summer employment
lifeguards & camp leaders).

924-3277

TUTORING

FOR SALE

SERVICES

ENGUSH TUTOR a EDITING
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica 14081 978.8034.

CONCERT TICKETS AVAILABLE
See Metallica, Alan’s Monsette,
Smashing Pumpkins. Dave Mattew
Band, Neil Young @ Shoreline on
Saturday Oct. 18, 4pm. Asking
$56$75. Call Pavlo @225-3680.

HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
Job or body work done on your car’?
Ai CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you. Call us at (4081
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
Discount.

IN-NOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade. Consulting, Install, DOS.
Windows, Win 95, Win NT. Office,
Word. Internet. Netscape, Int B(P.
Game on Our Computers or Surf
the Web @ ’A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen.
gam-11pm, 7 days a week. Call
Roy: 292-3167, Store: 267-6227,

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how To improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Webstte
at http!//www.achplus.com
Regular email: aelenetcom.com
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochure).

OPPORTUNITIES
OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put it to work!
8850-53500+ PT/FT
Free Details,
www.hbn.com. access code 5047

CAMPUS CLUBS
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th 16th. MU Ski Ili
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
bus. 4 day lift ticket. 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in ’AHISTLER
Village. 8. unlimited fun. For your
E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or u1s12282@em al sisu.edu

TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Statistics -Trig. Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Computer. Wridows Msuai Basic -C
FOR RENT
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
English: ESL .TOEFL
2 BDRPA. APARTMENT- $900/ MO. Essays, letters, application
MISINESS OPPORTUNITY Meetings Spanish: Hablar Leer Escnbir
statements, proposals, reports.
Security type building
Sept. 2728 & 00. 4,5. Santa Clara, Call: Mike 408-298-7576
etc. For more info. please call
Info: 408.379-2917.askfcr Jenne. Email: mvera18288@aol.corn
Secure Parking
Close IC.
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Moder^ Building
510/1 NR + FREE SOFTWARE.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. Efliall
Laundry Room
Have a PC & Internet access? Try WORDPROCESSING
THEGNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
fun new software at home/schcol.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
thoman@kartoffelsoft.com .
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 14081 295-6893
Bible Study. Lecture & Services
Science & English papers/theses
Book Cafe & Reiki Center
GET PAID BIG 55$ through your our specialty. Laser printing.
3483-95 So. Bascom
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for APA. Turabian and other formats.
HEALTH & BEAUTY Sundays 6:00pm
14081978-8034
Teens! Do it now! Free info send Resumes, editing, graphics
SASE to HBB Press. 1105 Audrey and other services available on
MEN & WOMEN
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008. either WordPerfect or Word. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
httrz/Aweiv2.netcom,com/-pskim/ Masterson’s Word Processing. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezmg
hbb.html.
Call Paul or Virgnia 408.251-0449. or using chemicals. Let us permaCertain advertisements In
nently remove your unwanted hair.
these columns may tiler the
EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Back Chest Lip Ben i Chin reader to specific telephone
$1 per envelope stuffed!
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE?? Tummy etc. Students & faculty
numbers or addr
for
Details 24 hrs. 1-4072457393,
Terms papers, thesis, resumes.
receive 15% discount First app!,
additional Information.
1/2 price it made before 12/31/97
grout) Proiects.etc. I have a
Clasaffied readers should be
Hai: Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
typewriter to complete your
reminded that, when mrdng
aPPlicationsfcr rned/ law whoa, etc. Cam obeir Ave #17, Can’Ont.’
INSTRUCTION
these further contacts, they
(408) 379-3500
Will transcribe your taped
should require complete
interviews or research notes
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
information before sending
Fax Machine Notary Public
accepting students who wish to
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
money for goods or services.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
Unwanted nair removed ’orever
In addition, readers should
ieveis welcome: Beginning,
Specialist. Confident,
carefully investigate ail firms
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
YOU( owl:corm or d,sposar.e
offering emplownent listings
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock, Theses, term papers, group
335 S. Balwood Ave. San
arcoupons for discount
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. projects, resumes All formats.
247.7486.
vocations or merchandise.
including SPA WP 1 ’HP Laser
Call Bill at 408.298.6124.
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
quick return.Almaden Branham
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience area. Call Unda at i408; 264-4504.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Poionsky Please leave message. All cais
Russian Trained Concert Pianists returned promptly
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
National Suzuki Assn.
Graduate Studies. Thesis. TenPapers. Nursing, Group Projects.
Individual Piano Lessons
Resumes, All Formats. Speciaiiz’ng
Starting $20/te.
in APA. Spelling, Grammar ,
Call 408-241-6662 in Santa Clara
ACROSS
for your FIRST FREE lesson-inteven. Punctuation,’ Editing. 24* yrs Do.
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Impulsive
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
5 Got up
PROFESSIONAL Vs0FiD PROOF ’,1NG.
10 Flower stalk
INSURANCE
2472681. Barn -Born.
MIAMI MUM UMW
11 Unoccupied
MOM DOM MOIR
15 Task
AUTO INSURANCE
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
ONOCID WIDOW MUM
16 Fizzy quaff
Campus Insurance Service
Prole.,s n-a ’N ping ’n,
’f.’"
17 Sore -loser s
Special Student Programs
MOMBROGICIDM MOM
Papers reps’’, ener, cc
feeling",
Serving SJSU for 20 years
8 ierys
MOM DMIA
1A Like the Gobi
Accur,i,e Pe .1r.r
"Great Rates for Good Drivers
UOR112110 I1WMMDIII
Make a boo
1/VP
An,:
(
Good Rates for NonGood Dover,
MUM
12010 MOD
Rodent
Kt’," c+
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
-cis-. Sen, c111121121M IMMO MOM
Musty
2t 4 iF(.7
4,,,Fy2t
Fa,
"Good Student
24
MIRIA
MOM
WINDOM
Huey
and
CALL TODAY 296-F270
Or.wey Ii
FREE QUOTE
ODOM= ODUUDD
t)..1,11dOttri.
NO HASSLE
AUDI MIECIM
1tor..,1
NO OBLIGATION
REAL ESTATE

Daily
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FOR SALE

MUM
MIBIEN
MEOW
MUM

,

RESIDENCE PLUS INCOME!
ATTN: FACULTY/STUDENTS..,

FOR NA T/ONA/. / AGENCY RATES (ALI

408-924-3277
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After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
lip to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check /
one classification:

Aciriniu
SIM@

Zr orv

roro
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classif reds
San Joee State University
SanJosa.CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
N ormans) 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for coneecutrve publications dates only
S OUEEMONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days.

in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost IL Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus

-

MUMWEIRIMMOU
DOM MMBIND
DIMM MUUDO
DUMM ME13210

DOWN

1Lf:IJLIJUUDI:ICICIUCUJI:ICILILIUJJL1LILIJULILI

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

924-3282

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

it t

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$.5
$1
$9
4 tones
BS
$10
$S
5 Ines
$7
$11
$9
6 lines
$S
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line

FAX:

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips
Students needed in the immediate
area. RAitime/parttime openings LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Call today 1-415.968 9933. Low Down, Monthly P wrnents
International Bartenders School. No Driver Refused
*Cancelled or Reieced
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Dui Suspenueu Lice"
Women ages 21-29. healthy.
*Accidents ’liken.
responsible, all nationalities
Immediate SR Flings
Give the gift of ilfel
Good Driver Discount
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. Nch ’Owner Oper,itor
Bonus for Drew &Jacfrese dcrors. Fiam 8prr Monday
PLEASE CALL WWFC
4408) 241-5400
800-314-9996
’Free Phone Quotes
* Call Us Now.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

WHEN NOT wazwisic,, corm
WENT ctI WAIN SAVER.

Campus Clubs
Greek Messages’
Events.
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Voltnteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing*
Real Estate
Services’
HealthEleauty
SportsThnle
Insurance
Entertainmenr
Travel
Tutoring*
Word Processing
Scholanisps

Ads must be placed in person

community.

1 PA
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66 F orteits
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The School of Art and Design is
having the "Tuesday Night
Series" with Andrew
I.t.t.i L’.rj
Bigler and Eli/alieth Teague From
5 tt. ti
ni in the Art Building,
Itt 1:ilt. tolltuA ell by a reception
front ti to s p ni in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings

Bake sale
Delia Signi:i Theta Sororits%
Inc is having a lmike sale from 10
a nm to 2 p ii, in front of the
Student Vnion Fur more information. call Tracy at 924-3643

lithbV

Black Alliance nat.e.titig
k
of
Alliance
Mid EngIIIIIer, is liarSI Will
iis %%,,k1s, meeting at 7 p
In the Engineering Building.
Room ’ris

Ilangiii with the .Jews’
ihcsit studeri.
-11.itigin 44 it the Jevis"
1 mon
On. St oilent
from ti to 7 Ii I p
I .nun
Ilion.
Iiiall Aaron Forkash

School of Art and Design
The SI i. I .1 Art and Design is
having If, I. t In I rig Student galleries "Art Stuti.i.s- !ruin 10 a in to
4 p iii Mundav through Thursday
in the Art .ind Industrial Studies
lituldings larm Tagliapirtra. a
Venetian master glass blower.
today
Irian 11 a ni In 4 p in
thrtaigh No\ 7 in the Thompson
1.iller in the Art Building For
111..rt Informat
!4.2.1-43:31-1

WEDNESDAY
lirown Bag 1,lifleh’
Ailvisurv
He t.itr
The
Program is having a "Iirown Bag
Lunch Nlitrierin Check In" from
run ru I iii un in the Student
l’arlii:ett Room For niore
I nformation.
Jane at 924 -

THURSDAY
’1)ny of Atonement’
Th, Nut un ui Islam Student
it ion is having -flay of
Atimerilerit- at 2 :to p m in tin.
St aillent Union Lorna Prieta
in
iriformato.n. call
Itoorn
Fredli. Muhammad al 7,111
:134;9
Spciti.1 C.11ile, is in,., Of Charge lei stukurrls are
dents fdi uuIt aunt staff F
aily Office
available ill the Spart.,
r
!w
available
Entries mri
,patv
r

Concert: Good vibes
Continued from page 3

how to print Ire’ us going over
the staff that is difficult until

this
is
Baum
said
Nakabayashi’s first concert
with the orchestra and he
thinks the show is going to go

WI’ get it "
Marsinkavage said the show
will have music people have
heard betbre and will want to
hear again. She said it will he
loud and exciting music to listen to. It is nothing that will put
the audience to sleep she said.
The next scheduled concert
Symphony
for the
Orchestra is 10er 5 and fi at the
St. Joseph Cathedral, which
will include the SJSU Choir

vreat because he is a phenomenal conductor

many members of the orchestra feel confident that their concert will go well because if
Nakahayashi
"Jun rehearses us well,- said
April Marsink.ivage a violinist
"Ile knows
for the iircla-’

NHU/ SJSU: Preparing students to work
Continued from page I
Hispanic community of the greater San
Jose region.

According to statistics provided by the
U.S. Census Bureau, Hispanics are the
fastest growing population in the country
and they will eventually make up 33 percent of the future workforce. But according
to the American Council on Education, 40
percent drop out before completing high
school, and of those who do graduate from
high school, most do not meet the admissions requirements for a University of
California or California State University
campus.
Roberto Redondo, director of development at NHU, said preparing Hispanic
students to meet the demands of the workplace is Nil! ’’s mission.
"The census bureau says that by 2005,
Hispanics will be the largest minority population in the United States," Redondo
said. "(’learly the workforce is changing,
and if it’s not ready to take the jobs, we’re
all in big trouble."
Randall Jimenez, associate professor
and graduate coordinator for SJSU’s
Mexican American Studies Department,
agrees with Redondo that preparing
Hispanic students to enter the workforce
is important. But their opinions differ in
the area of who should be doing the
preparing, he said.
"I don’t think this is something a fouryear ciillege should be doing," Jimenez
said. "It’s the job of the California State
University system to retain and maintain
the students that are already here."
Jimenez said high school districts
should be preparing Hispanic students to
succeed in college, and if they’re not doing
their jobs, somebody ought to be taking
them to t ask.
"We do a lot of window dressing on
nunority recruitment, but we still end up
with a 5:i percent I annual) dropout rate for
college-level Hispanic students," he said.
"That’s the issue we need to address on
I his NMI pus."
Jimenez said students and instructors
are working in an environment of limited
resources, and any time those resources
are distributed to one group, somebody
else is going to lose.
"I know high schools are not being funded adequately, but that doesn’t mean we
should be fixing that here with our own
limited funding," Jimenez said. "Our
resources are severely taxed and under
funded already"
He said enrichment programs are wonderful tools for encouraging students to go
to college who would he going anyway, but
they don’t address the educational prob-

"The census bureau says
that by 2005, Hispanics
will be the largest minority population in the
United States. Clearly
the workforce is changing, and if it’s not ready
to take the jobs, we’re
all in big trouble."
Roberto Redondo,
NHU director of development

lems of students who aren’t prepared to do
college level work.
Redondo said NHU can’t address all the
educational problems of Hispanics in San
Jose, but he thinks the partnership will
open doors for NHU and SJSU students
that didn’t exist before.
One way in which NHU would be useful
to SJSU students, he said, is in the area of
bilingual education.
"The state of California needs 20,000
bilingual teachers," Redondo said. "We can
offer San Jose State students opportunities in that area."
With work place readiness in mind and
cooperative degree programs between the
two schools, Redondo sees the new program as instrumental in solving the problem of an unprepared workforce.
"The partnership with San Jose State is
a beginning. The only way to affect
changes in the Hispanic community is
through institutional change," Redondo
said. "We want to help all our students
have the basic math and science skills so
they can transfer anywhere they choose,
whether that is San Jose State or any
other college."
Donald Kirk, dean of the College of
Engineering, voiced concern about transfer students from NHU.
"The community colleges we articulate
with have math and science courses all set
up so that transfer students are prepared
to enter this university’s programs," Kirk
said. "Not knowing what they (NHU) have,
but assuming they don’t have math and
science majors, then they’d have to make
them available to their students."
Raymond Lou, SJSU associate vice
president for undergraduate studies, said

the partnership is designed to address
that issue.
"We’re not ready to implement the program yet. The intent is to get students to
the place where they can transfer to our
university," Lou said. "His (Kirk’s) concerns are very well justified. We’ll be helping them (NHU) boost their math and science offerings. It will be at least a couple of
years before students can transfer into
engineering."
Lou said NHU’s Liberal Studies
Program is already established and students majoring in that area can transfer
quite easily.
"We want to give Hispanics the best
opportunity for education that we can,"
Lou said. "They can establish their education in core areas at NHU, then transfer to
San Jose State to specialize."
Both Lou and Redondo see this program
as a continuum from kindergarten to a college degree. Redondo said NHU wants to
track 1,000 ninth -graders from the
Eastside Union High School District and
follow them through high school.
"We’d do counseling, work with them in
math and science programs to develop
their skills, encourage them to explore
educational opportunities in those fields,"
Redondo said. "They could earn bachelor’s
degrees from our university and then
transfer to San Jose State."
NHU offers bachelor’s degrees in business administration, computer science, liberal studies and bilingual education.
The program will be implemented
through pre-college intervention among
middle school students, cross registration
for SJSU and NHU students am: joint academic degrees in selected disciplines.
Lou said these types of partnerships
between public and private universities
have been developed before.
"The model for this program conies from
back east, where it’s been used successfully with historically black colleges and universities," he said. "President Caret established the vision for this partnership. He’s
the force behind the idea of San Jose State
being a metropolitan university representing the population of our city."
Redondo, who graduated from SJSU in
1977 with a master’s in public administrathin, agrees with Caret’s assessment.
"It’s a bold move for a small university
with an enrollment ofjust 300. If it’s developed properly, the program will have a
great impact in local high schools and colleges in preparing students to enter the
college mainstream," Redondo said. "It’s up
to us to develop the meat of the program.
We’ve taken the first step, we just need to
keep going."

Goal: Enrollment up Faculty: Evaluation paves road to tenure
Continued from page 7

Agret.ing with Caret that
enrollment should remain

Continued from page 7

vet all of tilt. information they
need and not have to run all

solid. Washington said that
the five-year enrollment plan
is, indeed. ahead of schedule.

within their discipline.
Professors do get evaluated at SJSU
before. they become tenured, which means
they have taught six years and receive permanent status. Probationary, tenure-track
faculty go through evaluation during their
second, fourth and sixth year of employment, although there are exceptions. Fifth year reviews may also be done, Lee said, if
there are serious questions about a
teacher’s achievement.
Promotion to a tenure position does not
make proli.ssors exempt from evaluation.
Lee said knowldege of these post-tenure
evaluations is enough to force teachers to
keep t heir course work up-to-date.
While teachers do get evaluated, Lee said
litt le can be done to tenured teachers who
are ineffective in the classroom, lie said
such teachers are usually advised to attend
tin’ on campus Teaching/
Learning
Institute to attend workshops on improving
teaching methods.
Teachers are evaluated on the basis of
three criteria, teaching effectiveness, scholarly activities and service or contributions
to students :end the university.
St talent opinUms are a part of every evaluation. At the end of every semester, students are asked 14 to 15 objective questions

ritH11,11,.

WASIling1011

..tiormally there are lines
t hat wind around sevyral
Washingion said
’Irs only iitP11 OM. SPIllfSter
there tins
AtIii they weren’t

goal of the
1111
11.
Resource Center is to
St
,:olve all
prOb.
I lie confines of
the nnten- walls or with only
one reterril
"This is simple for students
or
firmSt.
newly applying at
Stile
The center
has all tit the parts needed all
I ogether under the sante
umbrella. on the same tune
:peaking the same lan-

guage." Wash’ tigbai said
The tit mitnt
Learning
c enter is still under discus...WM but is ,lated to debut by
tile year l999 It differs from
the Student Resource Center
in that its services include
advising and tutorials, while
tlat latter is designed to be the
campus’ chief source of information
"When he I Caret I first
CallIP here he did a lot of lissaid
Sylvia
tening,"
flutchmson, public affairs
officer for university advancement "One if Ills goals to
improve was st wield success
and that included graduation
rates and retention rates by
increasing the number of students who stay and get a
degree."
Caret, who is on the Cal

State University Committee
for Strategic Planning for
Enrollment, which strives to
enhance enrollment within
the CSII system, said at his
annual address at the beginning of the semester that
SJSU was two years ahead of
the projected enrollment figIMPS.

"This is the third year of
the enrollment plan arid the
dei
N back up to a level
that is ,a4.ady," WitAIII0011
said, referring to the early
’90s when enrollment dropped
dramatically "We thought it
would take five years to MI’

rect the decline but we’re
headed in the right direction
This year was a banner
enrollment year"
Enrollment, which was at
an average of 25,414 for the
1996 1997 academic year, is
Up
about 1,000 st talent s,
Washington said.
This is a welcome change
following the rude awakening
t.hat the decreases in enrollment brought at the early
part of the decade.
"There was a time when we
didn’t really have recruit, students just came to us,"
Washington said. "But after
the decline, we began actively
recruiting. We began recruiting in areas that we traditionally had not, such as the
southern part of California,
the Sacramento area and the
far nort horn tier of the state."
TIIP promised Tidal Wave
II seems destined to continue
to
increase
enrollment,
though the future of retention
and graduation rates appears
to hinge on the success of
KIM I’s current programs to
meet Caret’s 50 percent graduation goal six years from
now
"It’s do-able," Washington
said. "The recruitment program is farther along than
the retention program, hut
that will change with the
Student Learning Center. I
really think that once retention services get up to speed
with enrollment services, the
graduation goal is certainly
possible."

about an individual course. These questionnaires are called Student Opinions of
Teaching Effectiveness. After the results
are tabulated, deans or department chairs
go over the results with instructors.
Lee said students who have complaints
about a professor’s effectiveness in the
classroom should speak up.
"The fees you pay guarantee you a quality education," he said.
Lee said while it’s important, SJSU students haven’t suffered unduly because of
the lack of diversity, lie said it hasn’t
stopped students from learning, graduating
and landing jobs in their chosen fields.
In 1995-96, SJSU awarded 5, 096 bachelor’s and master’s degrees. In 1994/95 SJSU
ranked second along with CSU Long Beach
in the number of degrees awarded in the
CSU system. Top honors went to San Diego
State University.
Seventy-eight percent of the SJSU teaching staff is white. Asians make up 12 percent, 6 percent are Hispanic and 4 percent
are African American.
In the mid ’80s, fewer than 10 percent of
new faculty appointments were identified
as ethnic minorities. In the 1995-96, 4 the
16 new tenure-track faculty were from ethnic minority groups. During that time eight
women were appointed.
President Robert Caret said the faculty

should reflect the student body within reason. The numbers, he said, will never be
truly reflective because the composition of
the faculty doesn’t change as fast as the
student body.
Caret said the university has an aggressive outreach effort and advertises in nontraditional publications to attract a wider
pool of applicants. He said many positions
will be open in the next 10 years because
many veteran professors are due to retire.
Lee said the university, specifically the
Office of the Provost, has made diversifying
its faculty a priority. Fie said it’s important
for the teaching staff to reflect the student
community. That doesn’t mean, Lee said,
teachers have to be of the same racial group
as their students in order to be understood.
He said white teachers are capable of teaching minority students.
Economics Department Chairman James
Willis agreed. A teacher’s ability to deliver
information to students isn’t contingent
upon that teacher being of the same ethnicity; however, the difference in backgrounds,
Willis said, does effect a faculty member’s
ability to understand and empathize with
students’ experiences. Willis said it is that
aspect that makes diversity important.
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British car barely
makes ’Mach 1’
GERLACH, Nay. (AP)
The
British Thrust SSC is not only
the fastest car on earth, it also
apparently is the first to break
the sound barrier,
The jet-powered car streaked
across the Black Rock Desert
north of Reno on Monday at an
unofficial speed of 1.007 percent
of Mach 1.
Since the speed of sound
varies with the temperature on
the desert 125 miles north of
Reno, Thrust Project Manager
Richard Noble wants to exceed
the speed of sound by 10 percent before heading back to
England.

A run earlier Monday fell
just short of Mach 1 at 0.997
percent of the speed of sound.
Driver Andy Green set a new
land speed record on Sept. 25
with an average of 714.144
mph.
While Monday’s dash apparently exceeded the sound barrier, it will not go into the record
books until Green completes
two runs within one hour and
again surpasses Mach 1.
Monday’s run came one day
short of 50 years after Chuck
Yeager first broke the sound
barrier in the air.

ETC. Oct. 22
Spartan Sports
daily in the

Daily
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;WOMEN WHO AFE PROUD;
?

OF THEIR HERITAGE.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-25:YRS.
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE.
?
CALL STEPHANIE@FFC
?
?
1,

?
?

1400-93946Se
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V
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OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Womer Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Lifel
$3.000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.
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800-314-9996
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LIGHTNING STRIKES

GREAT OFFER.
-AK
While you’ve been working hard to earn your degree, we’ve been working hard on a project of our
own It’s Chrysler Corporation’s College Graduate Program called Extra Credit ’97 and it offers you a
special $400 bonus.
All qualified ’95, ’96 and ’97 college graduates, grad students and seniors within six months of
graduation can get cash back on the purchase or lease of any new Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge,
Jeep or Eagle vehicle that’s in addition to any other national and publicly available incentives!
Plus, Chrysler Financial has a variety of finance programs you may qualify for even without
established credit.
Call 1.888-GREATCARS, stop by your local dealership or visit our Web site at www.chryslercorp.com
for more information. Extra Credit ’97 It’s a really great deal from a really great company.
.4..

FIND
OUT
MORE.
(

1 YOUR

For the Chrysler Corporation catalog(s) of
your choice, plus more information about
our College Graduate financing Plans,
call 1-888.GREATCARS. Or mail this
postage -paid card today!
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